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            Abstract
A central question in the post-genomic era is how genes interact to form biological pathways. Measurements of gene dependency across hundreds of cell lines have been used to cluster genes into â€˜co-essentialâ€™ pathways, but this approach has been limited by ubiquitous false positives. In the present study, we develop a statistical method that enables robust identification of gene co-essentiality and yields a genome-wide set of functional modules. This atlas recapitulates diverse pathways and protein complexes, and predicts the functions of 108 uncharacterized genes. Validating top predictions, we show that TMEM189 encodes plasmanylethanolamine desaturase, a key enzyme for plasmalogen synthesis. We also show that C15orf57 encodes a protein that binds the AP2 complex, localizes to clathrin-coated pits and enables efficient transferrin uptake. Finally, we provide an interactive webtool for the community to explore our results, which establish co-essentiality profiling as a powerful resource for biological pathway identification and discovery of new gene functions.
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                    Fig. 1: Construction of a genome-wide co-essentiality network.[image: ]


Fig. 2: GLS improves recall of known functional interactions in co-essential gene pairs and modules.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Co-essential modules recapitulate known pathways and nominate new pathway members.[image: ]


Fig. 4: TMEM189 encodes the enzyme PEDS required for synthesis of plasmalogen lipids.[image: ]


Fig. 5: C15orf57 is required for efficient clathrin-mediated endocytosis of transferrin.[image: ]


Fig. 6: Identification of cancer-type-specific module dependencies.[image: ]
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Co-essentiality profiling and the limitations of Pearsonâ€™s correlation.
a. The concept of co-essentiality: (left) a pair of functionally related genes are both essential in some cell lines and both non-essential in other lines. Essentiality can be quantified from CRISPR screens as the logarithm of the growth effect of the geneâ€™s knockout (intuitively, the number of times fewer cells with the knockout doubled during the screen, compared to control cells). (Right) a pair of unrelated genes have uncorrelated essentiality across cell lines. b. Simulation of how biological relatedness between cell lines inflates Pearsonâ€™s correlation p-values. Duplicating each point 10 times with slight noise (analogous to duplicating each screen in 10 related lines) makes the previously non-significant (pâ€‰=â€‰0.6) blue correlation highly significant (pâ€‰=â€‰0.007) and the significant red correlation (pâ€‰=â€‰7â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’5) substantially more so (pâ€‰=â€‰2â€‰Ã—â€‰10-103), despite similar correlation magnitudes.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Quantile-quantile plots for Pearsonâ€™s and GLS.
Quantile-quantile plots for Pearsonâ€™s correlation and GLS p-values (an alternate visualization of the p-value histograms in Fig. 1b). The observed p-values (y), sorted from largest to smallest, are plotted against the uniform distribution of p-values (x) expected under the null hypothesis.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Number of co-essential partners per gene by average gene essentiality.
Histograms of genesâ€™ number of co-essential partners at 1% and 10% FDR as a function of the geneâ€™s average essentiality (pre-bias-correction CERES score) across lines.


Extended Data Fig. 4 GLS improves recall of known functional interactions in co-essential gene pairs with and without PCA-based bias correction.
Enrichment of interactions from GLS- and Pearsonâ€™s-based co-essentiality using the DepMap dataset, as well as co-expression using the COXPRESdb dataset, in CORUM, hu.MAP and STRING, considering the top 1-10 partners per gene, similar to Fig. 2a but including GLS- and Pearsonâ€™s-based co-essentiality done both with and without PCA-based bias correction.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Benchmarking of cluster density d.
F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) for various values of the module density parameter d on CORUM, hu.MAP and STRING. F1 scores represent the performance of a binary network based on the modules (that is â€œare genes A and B in the same module?â€�) at predicting a binary network based on the benchmark dataset (that is â€œare genes A and B partners in the benchmark dataset?â€�).


Extended Data Fig. 6 Benchmarking of syntenic versus non-syntenic genes.
Enrichment of syntenic (both genes on same chromosome) and non-syntenic co-essential pairs for annotated interactions CORUM, hu.MAP and STRING databases, using the same benchmarking strategy as in Fig. 2a.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Number of genes assigned putative functions by various co-essentiality module detection methods, after excluding syntenic modules.
Number of genes in non-syntenic clusters/modules at least N-fold enriched for some GO term with at least 5 total genes present across all clusters/modules, excluding the gene itself from the enrichment calculation, for various N from 10 to 1000.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Strength of correct functional predictions of our modules versus same-size Pearson.
Maximum GO term enrichment across all correctly predicted GO terms, for each of the nâ€‰=â€‰1407 genes correctly predicted by both our modules and same-size Pearson, shown as a boxplot (left) and swarmplot (right). Boxplot centre represents median, bounds of box represent 25th and 75th percentiles, and minima and maxima represent the minimum and maximum values, respectively.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Additional functional characterization of TMEM189 suggests a secondary role in sphingolipid biosynthesis.
a. Abundances (relative to Safe-targeting sgRNA control #1) of very long chain sphingomyelin species (with acyl chain length indicated on x-axis) in cell extracts prepared from HeLa cells transduced with indicated sgRNAs. sgSafe data and sgTMEM189 data are from same data set represented in Fig. 4c. nâ€‰=â€‰4 biologically independent cell extracts. Data are presented as mean+/- s.d. b. Volcano plot of mass spectrometric (TMT) analysis of TMEM189-GFP immunoprecipitates. Data are from same mass spectrometry analysis as data shown in Fig. 5d.


Extended Data Fig. 10 A web tool for interactive exploration of the co-essential network.
Example use case for the interactive web tool (http://coessentiality.net). A gene, KRAS, was selected using the dropdown menu at top left and is marked with a red arrow in the scatterplot below. Genes selected for analysis â€“ KRAS and its gene neighborhood â€“ are designated with red points in the main panel (left). The heatmap panel (top right) shows that KRAS-mutant lines (selected for display using the search bar above the heat map and indicated as black marks in the â€œMutationâ€� bar above the heatmap) are enriched in a cluster (far right) that is marked by increased essentiality of KRAS. The pathway enrichment panel (bottom right) shows strong enrichments for Ras signaling and related pathways. The points in the main panel have also been selected in the tissue search bar (top middle) to be colored according to the average essentialities of each gene in kidney-derived cell lines. Gene sets can also be either saved or uploaded as csv files using the respective buttons in the top center (under â€œGene set download/uploadâ€�). Some web colors and font sizes were optimized for display in this figure.





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
Supplementary Fig. 1, Table 1, Notes, Methods and References


Reporting Summary

Supplementary Data 1
Spreadsheet of significant co-essential interactions at 10% per-gene FDR. List of all co-essential gene pairs identified in the present study, with the number of PubMed citations (as of October 2019) and chromosome location for each gene, and the direction of the gene correlation (positive (+) or negative (âˆ’)). Second sheet includes manual module annotation references. Two-tailed P values were computed via GLS (Methods); multiple testing correction was performed using the Benjaminiâ€“Hochberg correction, with significance set at a per-gene FDR threshold of 10%.


Supplementary Data 2
Spreadsheet of co-essential modules. List of all 5,229 co-essential modules and their constituent genes, with the top three most-enriched GO terms (relative to a background set consisting of all genes in any module, and excluding GO terms with fewer than five genes in this background set) and their associated enrichments and P values, the value of d used to define the module and a link to the heatmap of batch-corrected essentiality data across 485 cell lines. The second sheet includes manual module annotation references.


Supplementary Data 3
Uncharacterized gene functional predictions. List of uncharacterized genes that are present in co-essential modules >100-fold enriched (and with Bonferroniâ€™s corrected Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05) for a GO term, the UniProt annotation score and number of PubMed citations for each gene (as of October 2019), and the set of genes in each cluster that is and is not annotated with the most-enriched GO term. Two-tailed P values were computed using a hypergeometric test.


Supplementary Data 4
Lipidomics data. Lipid species concentrations for indicated lipids measured using Lipidyzer platform in indicated cell lines. QC1, QC2 and QC3 indicate quality controls (Methods).


Supplementary Data 5
Raw lipidomics data.


Supplementary Data 6
Quantitative lipidomics data.


Supplementary Data 7
Acquisition methods for lipidomics.


Supplementary Data 8
MS data for proteomic analysis of C15orf57 and TMEM189 interactomes. Proteomic data, including complete list of proteins and enrichment P values from two-sided Studentâ€™s t-test, for C15orf57 and TMEM189 interactome analyses in Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 9.


Supplementary Data 9
Cancer-type-specific module dependencies. List of 444 differentially essential modules across 16 tissue types, ranked by P value. Two-tailed P values were computed via GLS and the Aggregated Cauchy Association Test (Methods); multiple testing correction was performed using the Benjaminiâ€“Hochberg correction, with significance set at an FDR threshold of 10%.


Supplementary Video 1
Example of use of cases of co-essential browser. Guide to use of co-essential browser showing how to navigate the webtool in the context of multiple-use cases, including gene lookup, gene set selection and gene list upload.





Source data
Source Data Fig. 4
Unprocessed western blots.


Source Data Fig. 5
Unprocessed western blots.
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